NOWADAYS
just that poor little effect; and indeed, compared with the reality
of an air-raid, it sounds no more than a timid and not very ex-
pensive stage imitation. After the autumn of 1940, we really cannot
get under the table any more for a silly thunderstorm.
In May, 1942, I had to do a short broadcast to "India, Burma,
South Africa and the Far East" (so I was told—and looked forward
to receiving my Japanese fan-mail after about six months). They
escorted me down passages bristling with fixed bayonets and ringing
with challenges to my identity, till we were far enough under-
ground to go on the air; and they informed me, an aside to the
business of the moment, that this was where one of our largest
firms of Linen-Drapers used to stock its surplus hosiery . . .
Hosiery has become a rueful subject, a subject not for
remembrance, but for Ophelia's madness: Oh, you must wear
your hose with a difference! And how easily we have formed
that habit of mind which leads us nowadays to say: "How many
coupons ?" instead of "How much?"—and a burst of really quite
reasonable resentmejit when we are required to part with money
as well as with coupons ... as though one had not paid enough!
And the strange things that nowadays in terms of war-time assur-
ance, constitute good news: "Good news this morning!"—Oh
God, the dreadful things that (can we help it ?) now count as good
news! Our bombing of the Eder and Moehne dams.„ . destruc-
tion and devastation and anguish . . - people killed . . . yet should
we not be pedantic if we. remembered to say each time: "Good-
but-grim news this morning" ? And still letting spontaneity have
its way, the queer things that get themselves tacked on to the
phrase: "I'm glad to say—" "I'm gkd to say I'm over sixty;
I'm glad to say my husband has chronic asthma and a duodenal
ulcer"—and then always the hasty, ashamed correction "At
least, TLQtglad, of course, but—"
• It is alleged by a lawyer I know, that a handful of most respectable
ladies had been filling in their calling-up papers with "prostitute"
as their profession, for thus they were not eligible. It would be
a little difficult, however, to conduct a seemly scientific investiga-
tion as to the truth of this, before adding it to my collection of
Strangeness Nowadays; a bona fide prostitute might be offended
if one said: "Please, all I want to know is ..." 3ut at die otfeer
end of the enquiry, the Labour Exchange might also be haughty if
you walked in and took up their time asking if this repojt: were
true or an idle rumour ?
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